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Foreword
The world of NMR is starting a new era: after about fifteen years of research and development the new 1.2 GHz NMR magnet (28.2 T) is ready. During 2019 Bruker announced to
have developed this new high field magnet, a sizeable field increase ten years later the
previous highest magnetic field achievement (1.0 GHz (23.4 T)). The world first 1.2 GHz
NMR magnet will be installed in CERM beginning 2020. A significant step forward in resolution and sensitivity is expected for this new instrument both in solution and in solid state
NMR. This magnet, realised with a new technology and based on high-temperature superconductors (HTS) which opens a perspective of further field increases, is a clear demonstration the that the NMR instrumental development is still very active and new perspectives
will be visible in the near future.
We are proud to have here in Florence the first 1.2 GHz, and to have the possibility to be
one major-player in this new course of NMR. This ultra high-field offers new opportunity to
NMR, making it possible to obtain detailed characterisations of biomolecules, complex
chemical mixtures, and new materials, unravelling processes that were inaccessible before.
Especially in biomolecular research, NMR confirms to be an inescapable technique to plentiful characterise biological systems at the molecular level. The research activities that we
report below in this report clearly evidence the uniqueness and the complementarity of
NMR with respect to other techniques, including the emerging fields of molecular microscopies and other X-ray techniques (Cryo-EM, AFM, FEL, SAXS…). For example, NMR is
the only technique providing both structural and dynamic information in vitro and in living
systems. NMR has also a primary role in material/biomaterial characterisation, as well as in
metabolomics. NMR fingerprinting analysis is going to attract a significant interest by pharmaceutical industries for the characterisation of biological drugs. As well DNP solid-state
NMR is applied more and more in the investigation of solids and inorganic materials. Integrating the information coming from NMR with those from other techniques will allow one to
obtain an unprecedented detailed description of complex biological systems or advanced
materials.
The research developed at CERM in 2019 follows this spirit of interdisciplinary and integrated approaches: by browsing through the research section of this report the variety of applications of NMR that move toward the interfaces with other disciplines is clearly apparent:
from structural biology to medicine, from material science to information technology. The
dialog with other disciplines forces our research to improve its theoretical and methodological bases, in order to be more effective in the applications. For this reason we dedicate a
special section of the Research Areas of this report to emerging methods.
In parallel, we reinforced our role in the European Research Infrastructure scenario. CERM/
CIRMMP is the Italian centre of the Instruct European Research Infrastructure Consortium
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(ERIC), landmark of the 2019 ESFRI Roadmap. The INSTRUCT-ULTRA project aims to accelerate the expanded implementation of INSTRUCT-ERIC by opening up to new members in
Europe and partnerships at the global level, with a sharp focus on increasing the effectiveness of user access to key technologies, also working together with manufacturers. Furthermore, we have been going on with the EuroBioNMR EEIG consortium, which is being
established to co-ordinate European NMR research in biology and to ensure user access to
them for all excellent scientific projects. The activity of INSTRUCT-ERIC and other 12 Biological and Medical European Research infrastructures (BMS RIs) is now coordinated by the
CORBEL initiative, which creates a platform for harmonised user access to biological and
medical technologies, biological samples and data services required by cutting-edge biomedical research. CORBEL will boost the efficiency, productivity and impact of European
biomedical research.
At the national level we are accelerating the development of INSTRUCT-ITALIA, a national
consortium of infrastructures providing access to national users in structural biology, and
offering access to complementary techniques and providing competences available in
each facilities on different research fields: from NMR, to Cryo-EM, to optical microscopy ad
X-ray techniques. INSTRUCT-ITALIA, is expected to start in early 2020.
FIGURES
Also for 2019, the Italian Ministry of Research confirmed its support to the Italian node of
INSTRUCT-ERIC within the International Action of the FOE funding. CERM/CIRMMP
investments and costs in 2019 amounted to € 3.530.000,00: € 395.000,00 towards training
and education, € 1.840.000,00 for new equipment and € 1.050.000,00 towards research
activities. An additional € 245.000,00 covered operational costs. The actual replacement
value of the instrumentation at CERM is close to € 53.000.000,00.
In 2019, in addition to the faculty staff, the body of researchers included 22 PhD students
20 postdoctoral scientists and 28 undergraduate students.
We wish to thank all the people that contributed to make CERM what it is today and who
continue to drive it forward and all the Institutions that provided their support to CERM.

Prof. Claudio Luchinat

Prof. Lucia Banci
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Who we are

Introduction
CERM, Centre for Magnetic Resonance, is a scientific institution for research, technology
transfer and higher education of the University of Florence. It operates in synergy and collaboration with the Inter-University Consortium for Magnetic Resonance of MetalloProteins
(CIRMMP) which includes three Italian Universities: Florence, Siena, and Bologna. CERM/
CIRMMP is an infrastructure for Life Sciences with a particular focus on structural biology
and specialisations in NMR spectroscopy, bioinformatics, molecular and cellular biology,
novel drug and vaccine design, and metabolomics. Nevertheless it is open towards interfaces with other research fields, for example new material and biomaterial development,
contrast agent and MRI techniques, and ICT technology.
Being a leading laboratory at both national and international level, CERM/CIRMMP receives
funding from competitive project calls from the Tuscan Regional Government, the Italian
Ministry of Higher Education and Research (MIUR), and the European Commission (EC), as
well as from private institutions. Since 1994, CERM/CIRMMP is providing a transnational
access to its instrumentation for its expertise and state-of-the-art instrumentation for NMR in
Life Sciences.
The core technology at CERM/CIRMMP is NMR spectroscopy, and the onsite instrumentation is among the most advanced in the world. A European transnational access service,
funded by EC since 1994 in addition to service provision at national level operating since
1990, places CERM/CIRMMP at the top of the list for experience among the European NMR
Research Infrastructures. CERM/CRIMMP actively stimulates interactions between private
industry and public research institutions such as Universities, National Research Council
(CNR) Institutes, and European counterparts, promoting synergistic activities such as collaborations and services to SMEs.
CERM/CIRMMP is a core Centre of Instruct-ERIC, which is the European research infrastructure in integrated structural biology defined in the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) Roadmap. The Italian centre of INSTRUCT-ERIC, CERM/CIRMMP is also included in the “Roadmap Italiana delle Infrastrutture di Ricerca di interesse
Pan-Europeo” since 2010. In parallel, CERM/CIRMMP is also the core center of the InstructITALIA network, a new infrastructure to promote and to foster an integrated approach at the
national level providing access to X-ray crystallography, NMR, Cryo-EM as well as protein
expression and crystallization. Instruct-ITALIA will start its activity at begin 2020 promoting
a more effective interaction within Italian structural biologists as well as at supporting access to the facilities of its national network.
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CERM/CIRMMP is also an e-infrastructure, managing an European GRID-based platform,
providing access to user-friendly platforms and CPU resources for a broad range of software tools for structural biology. CERM/CIRMMP also promoted the creation of the DA VINCI
EUROPEAN BIOBANK, a “biobank of biological samples and biomolecular resources”. CERM/
CIRMMP has also developed a centre for research and technology transfer: CERM-TT,
funded by the Tuscany Region and inaugurated in July 2015. Finally, CERM/CIRMMP is coordinating the activities of BIO-ENABLE, a new distributed Infrastructure promoting technology transfer to industry and funded by the Regional Government of Tuscany in the frame of
POR FESR 2014-2020.
CERM/CIRMMP is located in the Scientific Campus (“Polo Scientifico”) of the University of
Florence in Sesto Fiorentino, an area just west of the city of Florence. The campus borders
Florence International Airport and yet is a mere 15 minutes from the centre of Florence,
world-renowned cradle of renaissance art and culture.
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The Infrastructure

CERM/CIRMMP labs
The CERM/CIRMMP building covers an area of 3000 square meters hosting a number of
laboratories, offices, and common rooms. The flagship of the Center is the impressive collection of NMR spectrometers which feature the largest magnetic field range in the world
(from 950 MHz to the earth field, 1.2 GHz installed in early 2020) and ranks it among the
best equipped laboratories in the world. The NMR labs are flanked by molecular and cellular biology laboratories where samples for the NMR are produced. A complete list of the instruments available at CERM/CIRMMP is reported at pag. 38. In addition to the main building, further 500 square meters in adjacent buildings are available to CERM scientists and
researchers scientifically associated to CERM/CIRMMP: laboratories at the Department of
Chemistry Ugo Schiff and at GENEXPRESS; DA VINCI European Biobank; X-rays facilities; Helium liquefier.
www.cerm.unifi.it

Instruct-ERIC
CERM/CIRMMP is an INSTRUCT-ERIC Centre. INSTRUCT-ERIC is the European research infrastructure in integrated structural biology, making cutting-edge technologies and high-end
methods in a palette of tools for structural characterisation available to users.
Structural biology is one of the key approaches that contribute to the understanding of the
molecular and cellular functions. The main experimental technologies are complementary,
and increasingly link detailed atomic structure with cellular context. Structural biology is
currently in the middle of a revolution enabled by significant advances in various technologies (direct electron detectors in EM, advances in synchrotron sources and detectors,
XFELs, ultra-high field NMR, super-resolution cryo-light miscroscopy).
INSTRUCT-ERIC buildups as a number of nodes constituted by Centres featuring the most
advanced structural biology instrumentation and top-level expertise in the various methods.
INSTRUCT-ERIC offers a single point of access to both multiple techniques integrated at
one Center or over various Centres, or to some Centres specialised in specific techniques.
www.instruct-eric.eu
INSTRUCT-ITALIA is the Italian Infrastructure for Integrated Structural Biology. It consists in a
core of excellent research institutions and large centres that have a proven track record in
structural biology and in service and expertise provision to users. INSTRUCT-ITALIA aims to
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serve as a national consortium covering all main areas of structural biology research within
Italy. https://talos.cerm.unifi.it/instruct-it

CERM TT
The CERM TT Competence Centre dedicated to Ivano Bertini, founder of CERM, was established in response to the request of the Tuscany Region to make available to the industries
and production companies in Tuscany centres of technology transfer, innovation clusters
with advanced equipment and skills to boost the economic growth of the region.
CERM TT strengthens and optimises the service offered by CERM/CIRMMP to the industry
of the area: NMR instrumentation and advanced computing, a molecular biology laboratory
for the production of proteins, scientific expertise and excellence, together with the maximum protection of industrial IP.
CERM TT performs analytical services and research and development (R&D) for companies. In particular it offers the following services:
• screening of drug candidates and drug-target interaction studies;
• smart design of drugs;
• analysis of pharmaceutical formulations.

Bio-Enable
BIO-ENABLE is a “distributed research infrastructure” led by CERM/CIRMMP and includes a
few of other Centres in Tuscany. BIO-ENABLE provides access to equipment and expertise to
support industrial research and innovation. Tuscan companies operating in fields ranging
from pharmaceuticals to biotechnology, from vaccines to biomaterials, from food to nanotechnology, can exploit the services of BIO-ENABLE in the development of their activities to
be competitive at international level.
CERM leads the BIO-ENABLE consortium composed by:
• Institute of Neurosciences of the CNR – Pisa;
• BioRobotics Institute of Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies - Pisa;
• Department of Medical Biotechnologies – University of Siena.
BIO-ENABLE can provide support at various levels and through different types of contracts:
from simple access to instrumentation to specific types of advice, help and assistance to
industrial research. BIO-ENABLE guarantees total confidentiality of the data collected at the
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various platforms both during the course of the analysis and in the management and archiving of the data.
www.bio-enable.it

Funded projects
CERM/CIRMMP cooperates at the international level with several universities, research institutions and private industries with which is involved in numerous research projects funded
by the European Commission. Projects ongoing during 2019 are:
H2020-INFRADEV INSTRUCT ULTRA - Releasing the
full potential of Instruct to expand and consolidate
infrastructure services for integrated structural life
science research (#731005). https://www.structuralbiology.eu/network/Instruct-Ultra/home
H2020-INFRAIA iNEXT - Infrastructure for NMR, EM
and X-ray crystallography for translational research
(#653706)
http://www.inext-eu.org/
!

!

H2020-INFRADEV CORBEL - Coordinated research
infrastructures building enduring life-science services
(#654248)
http://www.corbel-project.eu/home.html

!

TRANSVAC2 - Improving and accellerating vaccine
development in Europe
H2020-PHC Propag-ageing - The continuum between
healthy ageing and idiopathic Parkinson disease within
a propagation perspective of inflammation and damage: the search for new diagnostic, prognostic and
therapeutic targets (#634821) https://www.propagageing.eu/
“The Biogenesis of Iron-sulfur Proteins: from Cellular
Biology to Molecular Aspects (FeSBioNet)” Cost Action
CA15133 (H2020, 15/04/2016-14/04/2020)
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EOSC-hub “Integrating and managing services for the
European Open Science Cloud” (H2020, #777536,
01/01/2018-31/12/2020)

TIMB3 “Twin to Illuminate Metals in Biology and Biocatalysis through Biospectroscopy” (H2020,
#810856, 01/09/2018- 31/08/2021)

ITFoC Information Technology: The Future of Cancer
Treatment https://itfoc.eu/

!

SPIDIA - Standardisation and improvement of generic
pre-analytical tools and procedures for in-vitro diagnosis. http://www.spidia.eu/

!

H2020-EINFRA Phenomenal - A comprehensive and
standardized e-infrastructure for analyzing medical
metabolic phenotype data (#654241)http://phenomenal-h2020.eu/home/

!

!

H2020-EINFRA West-life - World-wide E-infrastructure
for structural biology (#675858) https://portal.westlife.eu/

National Highly Relevance Projects - “Italia - Argentina”
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Research Activities

Introduction
During 2019 a number of projects have been carried out, either as an extension of the activities of previous years or as new projects. Most of these projects receive specific funding
from national and/or European organisations.
NMR is the core technology of CERM, but year by year CERM research has been oriented
more and more toward new applications and toward the integration with other techniques.
This is one of the principles of the Integrated Structural Biology that underlays the INSTRUCTERIC consortium, where CERM/CIRMMP is the Italian pole. In the following pages it can be
appreciated how much the present research in CERM/CIRMMP is spanning a wide range of
applications, from the structural biology to the bioinformatics methods and Information
Technology, from paramagnetic NMR methods to the development of new contrast agents
for MRI, from the metabolomics and biomedicine to the development of new solid-state
NMR methods for the characterisation of material surfaces and biomaterials.

Scientific publications 2019
22%
In collaboration
CERM

78%

In line with our mission to develop
NMR as a technique and to integrate
NMR with other techniques, most of
our publications were done in collaboration with other research groups
(78% of the overall number of publications). During 2019 we published
59 papers in international peer-reviewed journals, with an average
impact factor of 5.2. A complete list
of publications is available at page
47.

CIRMMP has been ranked first
among the Italian Inter-University
Consortia in Chemical Science in the last evaluation of the quality of research (VQR
2011-14) by the National Agency for the Evaluation of the University and Research Systems. This excellent level of research of CERM/CIRMMP also contributed to having the
Chemistry Department of the University Florence, to which most CERM scientists belong,
ranked in the first place in the last Research Evaluation in the Chemical Science Area of the
Italian Universities (VQR 2011-14). The Chemistry Department of the University of Florence
was also winner of the national Project for Departments of Excellence. With the funds arrived with this Excellence National Project and in collaboration with CERM, the Department
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of Chemistry will be endowed with a Cryo-EM microscope for high-resolution investigation
of biomolecules and materials, and it will be accessible also to CERM researchers. This witnesses the impact of our research not only in the NMR field, but also in the larger chemical
community and in the whole Italian research community.
The interdisciplinary character of CERM/CIRMMP research projects, combined with the excellence of its instrumentation, constitutes a point of reference for the scientific community
and for the cultural growth in the country, as demonstrated by the significant usage of the
infrastructure by national scientists.
Finally, since 2016 CIRMMP has decided to implement a quality system of the NMR lab,
and is presently undergoing an ISO9001 certification process. The long-term goal is the obtainment of ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation for a set of key validated NMR analyses.
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The Role of Solution NMR in Integrated
Structural Biology
Nowadays solution NMR is an indispensable technology for determining not only structures of proteins but also their interactions with other macromolecules, even when weak and transient, as well
as for characterising functional processes directly in
living cells. Through the integration of solution NMR
with other structural data on different length and
time scales, we can understand how proteins, protein complexes or DNA-protein complexes dynamically interact with their functional environment. This
fundamental understanding will underpin our ability
to provide new therapeutics to meet the grand challenges of an ageing society, public health and global pandemics.
CERM applies solution NMR in an integrated systems biology approach for addressing more and
more challenging questions. Such approach is routinely used to understand the role played by a protein in the frame of cellular metabolism, or to rationally engineer an enzyme for a specific industrial
process, or to determine how to design novel drugs
that target a particular protein, or to understand
what changes might improve them.1-3

The major challenge of structural
biology is understanding how proteins function at the cellular level,
within macromolecular complexes,
or in a cellular pathway.
Understanding dynamic processes
that are co-ordinated at a cellular
level is not possible using a single
technology, but it becomes potentially accessible through the integration of a number of approaches,
spanning different resolution
scales.

References:
(1) Gourdoupis, S.; Nasta, V.; Ciofi-Baffoni,
S.; Banci, L.; Calderone, V. Acta Crystallogr. D Struct. Biol. 2019, 75, 317-324.
(2) Polykretis, P.; Luchinat, E.; Bonucci, A.;
Giachetti, A.; Graewert, M.A.; Svergun,
D.I.; Banci, L., IUCrJ 2019, 6, 948-957.
(3) Cerofolini, L; Fragai, M; Ravera, E;
Diebolder, CA; Renault, L; Calderone, V.
Biomolecules 2019, 9, 370.

The potential of integrated structural biology in unravelling
biological processes.
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Integrated Structural Techniques
While the number of high
resolution structures and
data obtained through different techniques increases
steadily, it emerges the need
of computational approaches to extract the most of the
information, without over-interpretation.
NMR can be used to refine
protein X-ray structures,
drive EM reconstruction and
monitor the presence of multiple conformational states.

Data integration in structural biology has become a paradigm for the characterisation of biomolecular systems,
and it is now accepted that combining different techniques can fill the gaps in each other’s blind spots.1 We
discuss the effect of imposing restraints based on the
properties of the system to reduce the number of experimental data needed to obtain a more complete picture.
We have introduced a set of new features of REFMACNMR that allow for including a-priori knowledge in the
interpretation of NMR data for multi-domain and multisubunit systems.2 We have also developed methods to
obtain information on the conformational variability of
proteins with intrinsically disordered regions by using
the MaxOcc approach. It aimed at identifying individual
conformations, or groups thereof, that can exist for a
large share of time in agreement with the average experimental data.3,4 This conformational variability is also
witnessed in the crystal state where two identical molecules, in the same asymmetric unit, can show different
conformation geometries giving rise to a well known (yet
largely unexplained) phenomenon like partial symmetry.

References:
(1) Cerofolini, L.; Fragai, M.; Ravera,
E.; Diebolder, C.A.; Renault, L.;
Calderone, V. Biomolecules 2019, 9,
370.
(2) Carlon, A.; Ravera, E.; Parigi, G.;
Murshudov, G.N.; Luchinat, C. J. Biomol. NMR 2019, 73, 265-278
(3) Carlon, A.; Gigli, L.; Ravera, E.; Parigi, G.; Gronenborn, A.M.; Luchinat, C.
Biophys. J. 2019, 117, 1948-1953
(4) Silva, J.M.; Giuntini, S.; Geraldes,
C.F.G.C.; Macedo, A.L.; Ravera, E.;
Fragai, M.; Luchinat, C.; Calderone, V.
J. Biol. Inorg. Chim. Acta 2019, 24, 91101.
(5) Amato, J. Et al. Nucleic Acid Res.
2019, 47, 9950-9966

Stereo representation of the superposition of the active site
region between molecule A and B in the asymmetric unit of
Ni-hCAII. Penta-coordinated in blue and hexa in red.
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In-cell NMR in Human Cells
Understanding of cellular processes requires all the involved partners to be characterised at the structural
level.1 To this aim, the in-cell NMR approach developed
at CERM is being further extended and applied to human cells. The direct protein expression approach allows monitoring functional processes such as protein
folding and maturation, cofactor binding and redox
changes in response to external stimuli.2,3
The approach was applied to investigate the effect of
cadmium, a highly toxic metal, on the maturation of intracellular superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1).4 We found
that cadmium does not bind directly to SOD1 in place of
zinc or copper. Instead, it induces the over-expression
of metallothioneins (MTs) at NMR-detectable levels, in a
zinc-dependent manner. With low-zinc, MT induction is
inhibited and the consequent Cd-induced redox stress
causes the premature formation of SOD1 disulfide
bond. Conversely, high-zinc restores MT induction and
prevents SOD1 oxidation.
To further expand the applicability of the methodology, a
modular flow-NMR system was developed and optimised for multiple applications, both in-cell and in vitro.5
Specifically, the NMR bioreactor improves cell viability
and metabolic stability within the NMR spectrometer
and allows time-resolved NMR experiments. In vitro, it
allows efficient protein-based ligand screening under
sample-limiting conditions. The design is now being
applied to study protein-ligand interactions in human
cells by time-resolved in-cell NMR.

In-cell NMR spectroscopy is a
unique tool for characterising
biological macromolecules in
their physiological environment at atomic resolution. At
CERM, we have developed a
protein expression approach
in to observe proteins in human cells by NMR. Functional
processes and changes in
response to external stimuli
can be monitored in their native environment.

References:
(1) Camponeschi, F., Banci, L.; Pure
Appl. Chem. 2019, 91, 231-245.
(2) Luchinat, E., Banci, L.; in In-Cell
NMR Spectroscopy: From Molecular
Sciences to Cell Biology (Eds.: Ito, Y.,
Dötsch, V., Shirakawa, M.), The Royal
Society of Chemistry, 2019, 45-61.
(3) Luchinat, E., Banci, L.; in In-Cell
NMR Spectroscopy: From Molecular
Sciences to Cell Biology (Eds.: Ito, Y.,
Dötsch, V., Shirakawa, M.), The Royal
Society of Chemistry, 2019, 207-227.
(4) Polykretis, P., Cencetti, F., Donati,
C., Luchinat, E., Banci, L.; Redox Biol.
2019, 21, 101102.
(5) Cerofolini, L., Giuntini, S., Barbieri,
L., Pennestri, M., Codina, A., Fragai,
M., Banci, L., Luchinat, E., Ravera, E.;
Biophys.l J. 2019, 116, 239-247.

The NMR bioreactor design (left) exploits a microdialysis membrane to exchange fresh nutrients and remove metabolic by-products. Cell metabolic activity is measured by 31P-NMR ATP measurement (right).
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Structure-Based Vaccine Design
Vaccination is one of the major
contributors to the global control of infections in human population. Solid-state NMR and isotope labelling methods can be
used to characterise the structural features of the protein
antigen components of vaccines and to investigate the
preservation of the folding state
of proteins adsorbed on Aluminium–OH matrix.

References:
(1) Cerofolini, L.; Giuntini, S.; Ravera,
E.; Luchinat, C.; Berti, F.; Fragai, M.
NPJ Vaccines. 2019, 4, 20.
(2) Scarselli, M.; Aricò, B.;, Brunelli,
B.;, Savino, S.;, Di Marcello, F.;
Palumbo, E.;, Veggi, D.; Ciucchi, L.;
Cartocci, E.;, Bottomley, M.J.; Malito,
E.; Lo Surdo, P.; Comanducci, M.;
Giuliani, M.M.; Cantini, F.; Dragonetti,
S.; Colaprico, A.; Doro, F.; Giannetti,
P.; Pallaoro, M.; Brogioni, B.; Tontini,
M.; Hilleringmann, M.; Nardi-Dei, V.;
Banci, L.; Pizza, M. Rappuoli; R. Sci.
Transl Med. 2011, 3, 91ra62.

The aluminum salts are the most commonly used adjuvants for commercial vaccines and, also due to their
long-term success, they still remain the “gold standard” against a new adjuvant. In the final formulation
the antigen is adsorbed on the Aluminium-based adjuvant and administered as precipitate. However, the
mechanism of action of aluminum adjuvants for enhancing the immune response remains not fully understood, although they have been used over many years
in vaccines for human use. The interaction with the adjuvant may alter folding, conformation and stability of
the antigen. Alteration of folding and native conformational state of the epitopes may affect the immune response by influencing the antigen processing and
presentation, the amount of protein bound to the adjuvant and its binding affinity. At CERM, the use of structural biology to develop new vaccines has already
proved its effectiveness.1 Now, we have shown that
atomic structural details on protein antigens adsorbed
on Aluminum gel adjuvant can be achieved, by solidstate NMR, from vaccine formulations obtained starting
from isotopically enriched antigens and stored for several months.2 The information provided by solid-state
NMR offer a completely new approach, providing
semiquantitative information on the adsorbed protein
antigen and on its folding state. This is suitable for driving structure-based optimisation of vaccine formulation and manufacturing process.

Chemical shift perturbations (CSP) of ANSII-AlumOH with respect to rehydrated freeze-dried ANSII
and electrostatic potential on ANSII crystal structure.
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Bioinformatics Tools for Metallo-Biology
In 2019 our work mainly focused on the application of our
more recently developed software tools as well as on the
exploitation of the contents of the newest release of METALPDB. In particular, we extended the METALPREDATOR tool
to include additional metal ions with respect to its first release, and applied it to determine the zinc-proteome of
Acinetobacter baumannii. The prediction was used to
support the interpretation of experimental data on the expression of zinc proteins under different environmental
conditions (zinc depletion/repletion). Further, we developed and validated a novel force-field in the context of the
AMBER parameterisation for the simulation of zinc(II)-binding proteins. The proposed force-field assumes nonbonded spherical interactions between the central zinc(II) and
the coordinating residues. A crucial innovative aspect of
our approach is to account for the polarisation effects of
the cation by redefining the atomic charges of the coordinating residues and an adjustment of Lennard-Jones parameters of Zn-interacting atoms to reproduce mean distance distributions.1,2

Despite metallo-proteins
are present in all living organisms, playing a huge
variety of fundamental biochemical processes, there
is a paucity of computational resources focusing
on these systems. We have
developed several online
resources and algorithms to
investigate the role of metal
ions in biological systems.

References:
(1) Macchiagodena M.; Pagliai M.;
Andreini C.; Rosato A.; Procacci P.;
J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2019, 59 (9),
3803-3816
(2) Wang J.; Lonergan Z.R.; Gonzalez-Gutierrez G.; Nairn G.L.; Maxwell
C.L.; Zhang Y.; Andreini C.; Karty
J.A.; Chazin W.J.; Trinidad J.C.;
Skaar E.P.; Giedroc D.P. Cell Chem.
Biol. 2019, 26 (5), 745-755. e7

Graphical representation of the reparametrisation procedure
applied to the development of force-field parameters specific
for zinc-bound Cys and His residues based on a non-bonded
model.
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Molecular Grounds of Iron-Sulfur Protein
Biogenesis in Humans
Iron-sulfur (Fe-S) clusters are
ancient protein cofactors involved in fundamental cellular
processes. Despite the chemical
simplicity of Fe-S cluster, their
synthesis and assembly into
apoproteins is a highly complex
process in living cells. An increasing number of human diseases related to the misfunction
of Fe-S protein biogenesis documents the importance of investigating such process in humans.

References:
(1) Nasta, V.; Suraci, D.; Gourdoupis,
S.; Ciofi-Baffoni, S.; Banci, FEBS J.
2019 doi: 10.1111/febs.15140.

CERM/CIRMMP focused one of its research activities to
the investigation of the molecular mechanisms responsible of iron-sulfur protein biogenesis in humans. During
2019, structural information on the last steps of a mitochondrial machinery responsible of assembling
[4Fe-4S] clusters and involving several proteins, namely
ISCA1, ISCA2, IBA57, BOLA3 and NFU1, have been obtained. The use of an integrative approach, utilising information from small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and
bioinformatics-driven docking prediction, allow to determine a low-resolution structural model of the human
mitochondrial [2Fe-2S]2+ ISCA2-IBA57 complex. The
latter model allowed us to define the molecular grounds
of the pathogenic Arg146Trp mutation of IBA57. We also
defined NFU1 protein as an 'assembler' of [4Fe-4S]
clusters, that is, a protein able of converting two
[2Fe-2S]2+ clusters into a [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster. We showed
indeed that a [2Fe-2S]2+ GLRX5-BOLA3 complex transfers its cluster to monomeric apo NFU1 to form, in the
presence of a reductant, a [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster bound to
dimeric NFU1.1,2

(2) Nasta, V.; Da Vela, S.; Gourdoupis,
S.; Ciofi-Baffoni, S.; Svergun, D.; Banci,
L.; Sci. Rep. 2019, 18986.

Left: Structure of the dimer of dimers of [2Fe-2S] ISCA2-IBA57. Right: Model of [4Fe-4S] cluster assembly pathway on NFU1.
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Driving Iron Through the Ferritin Cage
Ferritin, in animals, is a polymer of 24 subunits that autoassemble forming a spherical nanocage pierced by channels that keep in contact the external environment with the
internal cavity. The biological function of ferritin is to sequester and concentrate iron inside its cavity in a hydrated
ferric oxide mineral form, in order to prevent Fenton chemistry reactions within cells.
Ferritin’s molecular weight is around 480–500 kDa. It represented a very challenging system for NMR study on the
iron paths into the cage that required an integrated approach of solid-state MAS NMR and 13C-13C NOESY in solution.1,2
Time-lapse anomalous X-ray diffraction methods have
been developed, allowing to follow the progressive population of transient iron binding sites along the path towards a
well-defined di-iron ferroxidase site where they get oxidised by oxygen. Coupling structure determination of ironloaded ferritin with solution stopped-flow kinetic measurements permits to validate the role played by His54, a key
accessory iron binding residue affecting the catalytic iron
oxidation.3 The functional relevance of this site has been
validated by measuring the reaction efficiency in solution in
the H54N ferritin variant produced upon mutation of H54
observed to act as iron ligand.

Ferritin is a protein
nanocage involved in cellular iron homeostasis. The
iron pathways across different ferritins are continuously studied. A combination of time-lapse X-ray
crystallography and kinetic
data on wild type and selected ferritin variants, revealed new understandings about iron handling in
ferritin from bullfrog.

References:
(1) Ciambellotti, S.; Turano, P. Eur.
J. Inorg. Chem. 2019, 5, 569-576.
(2) Ghini, V.; Chevance, S.; Turano,
P. J. Inorg. Biochem. 2019, 192,
25-32.
(3) Pozzi, C.; Di Pisa, F.; Lalli, D.;
Rosa, C.; Turano, P.; Mangani, S. J.
Inorg. Biochem. 2019, 197,110697.

Iron pathway across ferritin: A) iron uptake at the entry-channel; B) population of iron binding sites that guide iron towards
the catalytic center of ferritin and C) iron oxidation kinetics of
ferritin.
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Intrinsically Disordered Proteins by NMR
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs) represent an
emerging field of research
in modern protein chemistry. Present in any living
organism they play key
roles in a variety of different
cellular pathways. NMR
represents a unique tool for
their investigation. Novel
methods are under continuous development to identify functional modules enabled by disorder.

Novel methods based on NMR 13C-direct detection were
developed to determine simultaneous snapshots of IDPs
in solution exploiting multiple receivers and to quantify
paramagnetic relaxation enhancements originating from
C’, HN and Hα. In parallel, several IDPs of high biomedical interest were investigated. These include αsynuclein, E7 from papillomavirus, the N-terminal tail of
the androgen receptor (AR) as well as osteopontin
(OPN). Highlights from these studies include the elucidation of the role of aromatic-proline motives in the stabilisation the compact state of OPN and the identification of
the mechanisms through which poly-Q tracts in the N-tail
of AR adopt an α-helical conformation that protects them
from aggregation.1-5

References:
(1) Schiavina, M.; Murrali, M.G.; Pontoriero, L.; Sainati, V.; Kümmerle, R.,
Bermel, W.; Pierattelli, R.; Felli, I.C.
Biophys. J. 2019, 117, 46-55.
(2) Mateos, B.; Konrat, R.; Pierattelli,
R.; Felli, I.C. CheBioChem. 2019, 20,
335-339.
(3) Mateos, B.; Conrad-Billroth, C.;
Schiavina, M.; Beier, A.; Kontaxis, G.;
Konrat, R.; Felli, IC.; Pierattelli, R. J
Mol. Biol. 2019, doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb.
2019.11.015
(4) Kukic,P.; Lo Piccolo, M.; Nogueira,
M.; Svergun, D.; Vendruscolo, M.; Felli,
I.C.; and Pierattelli R. Sci. rep. 2019, 9,
5822
(5) Escobedo, A. et al. Nat. Commun.
2019, 10, 2034.

Acquiring simultaneous snapshots of IDPs in solution.
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Distributed Computing in Structural Biology
Molecular Dynamics (MD), a computer simulation of the
physical movements of atoms as a function of time, is a
key computational technique in Structural Biology.
MD simulations capture the behaviour of biological
macromolecules in full atomic detail. Such simulations
provide information into biomolecular mechanisms at
spatial and temporal scales that are difficult to observe
experimentally. MD simulations are used also to improve
the energetics and geometry of newly determined 3D
structures of biological macromolecules.
Over the years, we developed methods for free and restrained MD simulations using a grid computational infrastructure, exploiting both traditional CPUs and GPUs.
We applied these methods to obtain insight into the
mechanisms of metal transport within cells.
To secure the computational power needed to make advanced MD techniques available to a large user basis,
we are collaborating with EGI to have access to cloudbased computational resources.1-4

The processing and analysis
of data describing the 3D
structure and dynamics of
biological macromolecules
require the combined use of
various software tools. To facilitate this task we have developed and applied standardised workflows using
web interfaces.
The same concept will be
extended to other workflows
in the whole field of biomedicine.

References:
(1) Morris, C.; […] Rosato, A. et al. J.
Struct. Biol.: X, 2019, 100006.
(2) Peters, K.; […] Rosato, A. et al.
GigaScience, 2019, 8, giy149.
(3) Sala, D.; Giachetti, A.; Rosato, A.
Biochim. Biophys. Acta (BBA) -Gen.
Subj. 2019, 1863, 1560-1567.
(4) Macchiagodena M.; Pagliai M.;
Andreini C.; Rosato A.; Procacci P. J.
Chem. Inf. Model. 2019, 59 (9), 38033816.

The central role of MD simulations to understand the role of
metal ions in cells, with a specific focus on metal homeostasis.
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NMR of Paramagnetic Systems
The experimental and theoretical developments that
are achieved to study
paramagnetic systems by
NMR are continuously increasing. This offers the
researchers a unique view
on the molecular processes underlying, for example,
the catalytic activity of ironsulfur enzymes or the behaviour of small complexes
in solution.

References:
(1) Camponeschi, F.; Muzzioli, R.;
Ciofi-Baffoni,S.; Piccioli, M.; Banci, L.
J. Mol. Biol. 2019, 431, 4514-4522;
(2) Parigi, G.; Benda, L.; Ravera, E.;
Romanelli, M.; Luchinat, C. 2018,
ArXiV:1804.09055
(3) Parigi, G.; Ravera, E.; Luchinat, C.
Prog. NMR Spectrosc. 2019, 114-115,
211-236
(4) Parigi, G.; Ravera, E.; Luchinat, C.
J. Magn. Reson. 2019, 306, 173-179
(5) Cerofolini, L.; Silva, J.M.; Ravera,
E.; Romanelli, M.; Geraldes, C.F.G.C.;
Macedo, A.L.; Fragai, M.; Parigi, G.;
Luchinat, C. J. Phys. Chem. Lett.
2019, 10, 3610-3614.

In paramagnetic compounds, from small complexes to
complicated metal sites in protein and protein-protein
complexes, NMR spectra are broad and/or distributed
over wide frequency ranges. Tailored experiments can
be performed to detect these resonances, and enhance them over the other resonances. This spectral
information is key to understanding the electronic
structure of the paramagnetic center. Iron-Sulfur clusters in proteins (see page 20) give rise to very peculiar
NMR spectra, which can be used as a diagnostic tool
for the identification the electron distribution across
FeS cluster. As an example, the events leading to
catalysis in a S-Adenosylmethionine enzyme could be
probed through the spin distribution across two
[4Fe-4S] clusters via paramagnetic 1H NMR spectroscopy.1
The paramagnetic properties are faithful reporters of
the electronic structure of metal centres: a straightforward biunivocal relation among the electronic structure
and the NMR observables would greatly improve the
insight on the coordination geometry of metal centres
in proteins.2-4 We have used copper(II)-substituted
human carbonic anhydrase to demonstrate the relation
between EPR and NMR observables.5
Another example is the case of [Yb((S)-THP)]3+ a chiral
complex widely used for its magnetic and optical
properties. Through the NMR investigation we were
able not only to determine the detailed solution structure, but we monitored also the dimerisation process
occurring in solution, and the structural rearrangement
induced by the intermolecular interaction.6
The events of binding of
a substrate to an ironsulfur enzyme, and the
catalytic mechanism
can be investigated by
the large shifts that the
cluster imposes on the
neighbouring residues.

(6) Lelli, M.; Di Bari, L.; Dalton Trans.
2019, 48, 882-890.
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Proteins and Drugs as Drug Targets
Structural characterisation of pharmacologically relevant proteins improves understanding and opens
new ways for a drug rational design. However, the
PEG coating that is used to evade the immune system also causes these molecules to “evade” the
standard structural biology methodologies. For this
reason, we have integrated complementary techniques, such as solution NMR, solid-state NMR and
X-ray crystallography, to investigate the protein prior
to and after PEGylation and to assess the structure
preservation of large protein therapeutics upon bioconjugation.1
The pathological relevance of some proteins, such
as matrix metalloproteinases, has prompted for
many years the research and development of new
drugs against these targets. We have summarised
the recent advancements in the understanding of
the mechanism of collagenolysis and elastolysis,
and discussed the perspectives of new therapeutic
strategies for targeting MMPs.2

Pharmaceutical research
demands, with always
greater extent, the characterisation at atomic detail of
protein targets and biological drugs to improve both
drug activity and safety.
The advancements of the
last years in the field of nuclear magnetic resonance
can help to answer these
growing needs.

References:
(1) Cerofolini, L.; Giuntini, S.; Carlon,
A.; Ravera, E.; Calderone, V.; Fragai,
M.; Parigi, G.; Luchinat, C. Chem.
Eur. J. 2019, 25, 1984-1991.
(2) Cerofolini, L.; Fragai, M.; Luchinat,
C. Curr. Med. Chem. 2019, 26, 26092633.

Assessment of the quaternary structure of asparaginase II after PEGylation, by collecting restraints from the analysis of solid-state NMR spectra and calculation of a model using computational programs.
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Protein Aggregation Studied with Solution and
Solid-State NMR
α-Synuclein (α-syn) is
found to be naturally
present in biofluids such
as cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) and serum. Human
serum albumin (HSA) is
the most abundant protein
found in these biofluids.
HSA, at the concentration
found in human serum interacts with α-syn and
slows its aggregation.

References:
(1) Bellomo, G.; Bologna, S.; Cerofolini, L.; Paciotti, S.; Gatticchi, L.;
Ravera, E.; Parnetti, L.; Fragai, M.;
Luchinat, C. J. Phys. Chem. B.
2019, 123, 4380-4386.

Misfolding and uncontrolled aggregation of α-synuclein
(α-syn) is linked to the onset and progression of a branch
of neurological disorders named synucleinopathies,
which include Parkinson’s disease (PD). Nowadays, the
diagnosis of PD and other synucleinopathies still relies
mainly on clinical symptoms. In this respect, the recent
developments of real-time quaking-induced conversion
(RT-QuIC) and α-syn protein misfolding cyclic amplification (PMCA) have provided new perspectives for the early-stage diagnosis of synucleinopathies.
Human serum albumin (HSA) is the most abundant protein found in serum and recently, it has been reported to
inhibit α-syn aggregation and membrane damage, produced by α-syn aggregates. However, these results appear in contrast to two previously published studies. To
shed light on these contradictions and to clarify the partnership between α-syn and the most common protein in
serum and CSF, we characterised the binding region of
HSA on α-syn by high-field solution NMR and the inhibitory effect of HSA on α-syn aggregation kinetics by ThT fluorescence assays both in a low ionic strength environment and under physiological conditions. At CERM we
found that HSA, at the concentration found in human
serum, significantly slows the aggregation of α-syn. Furthermore, the interaction among these proteins is sensitive to ionic strength- and pH-dependent manner.1

Monomeric α-syn was left to aggregate in the presence of ThT and different HSA concentrations.
Surface charge representation of α-syn and HSA, with blue and red representing regions of positive
and negative electrostatic potentials, respectively. Intensity decreases of the signals of two-dimensional (2D) 15N–1H HSQC experiments acquired at 950 MHz on α-syn, after the addition of HAS.
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FFC Relaxometry
FFC relaxometry is used for characterising the efficacy
of paramagnetic complexes as contrast agents for MRI.
Caspase probe 1 (CP1) is a bimodal fluorescencemagnetic resonance probe that exhibits response to
caspase-3/7, which are enzymes activated during
apoptosis. CP1 has three distinct components: a
DOTA-Gd(III) chelate that provides the MR signal enhancement, tetraphenylethylene as the aggregation induced emission luminogen, and DEVD peptide which is
a substrate for caspase-3/7. In response to
caspase-3/7, the water-soluble peptide DEVD is
cleaved and the remaining Gd(III)-conjugate aggregates leading to increased relaxation rates, thus providing an effective biomarker for apoptosis. Monitoring
apoptosis in real-time provides invaluable information
for evaluating cancer therapy response and screening
preclinical anticancer drugs. In fact, effective cancer
therapy largely depends on inducing apoptosis in cancer cells via chemotherapy and/or radiation.1-4

Fast field cycling (FFC) relaxometry can provide access to the structural and
dynamic parameters on
which nuclear relaxation depends, and it represents a
precious tool for the optimisation of contrast agents for
MRI, for the characterisation
of dynamics in IDPs, and for
understanding the mechanisms responsible for Overhauser DNP.

References:
(1) Li, H.; Parigi, G.; Luchinat, C.;
Meade, T.J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2019,
141, 6224-6233.
(2) Rezaei-Ghaleh, N.; Parigi, G.;
Zweckstetter, M. J. Phys. Chem. Lett.
2019, 10, 3369-3375.
(3) Parigi, G.; Ravera, E.; Bennati, M.;
Luchinat, C. Mol. Phys. 2019, 117, 888897.
(4) Fragai, M.; Ravera, E.; Tedoldi, F.;
Luchinat, C.; Parigi, G. Chemphyschem
2019, 20, 2204-2209.

1H

NMRD profiles of CP1 and of its cleaved and aggregated form
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Materials, Solid-state NMR Methods and DNP
Solid state NMR (ssNMR) is the method of choice for the
characterisation of many liquid crystals, solid chemicals
and materials. In analogy with solution NMR, which is a
well-established technique for structural and dynamic
investigation in small molecules and even in complex
biomolecules,1 This technique is particularly useful for
characterising commercial pharmaceutical formulations,
which are often compound mixtures that include several
solid phases. The main limitation to ssNMR is sensitivity,
which is why we devote our efforts to extend DNP methods to characterise active pharmaceutical ingredients
(API) and formulations. Here, we present a new method
based on the generation of enhanced polarisation directly on 19F nuclei and its propagation in the pharmaceutical
formulation using an optimised fluorinated solvent. 19F
spectra with sensitivity improvements of the order of
70-80 can be obtained by exploiting the fluorine-fluorine
References:
spin diffusion. This approach allows us to characterise
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Dynamic Nuclear Polarisation
(DNP), makes it possible to
increase sensitivity in solidstate NMR (ssNMR) by more
than two orders of magnitude. This revolutionises the
application of ssNMR in the
characterisation of materials
and biomolecule allowing, for
example, the investigation of
pharmaceutical directly in
their commercial formulation.
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28
To illustrate the relevance of 19F MAS DNP enhanced
NMR spectroscopy, we acquired the spectra of an API and
a fluorinated material using the IWI technique. Figure 2
shows the 19F DNP enhanced NMR spectra of a) neat 5-

Figure 2. 19F Hahn echo spectra of 5-fluorouracil acquired at 12 kHz
spinning frequency, 9.4 T, and 110 K, acquired with (black trace) or
without (dashed line) mwave irradiation. Sample (a) corresponds to
30 mg of API, which contains 230 mmol of F, and has been impregnated with 8 mm AMUPol in TFE-d3. Sample (b) is 0.293 mg of API
(measured with an analytical balance) mixed with 30.8 mg of cellulose,
which contains 2 mmol of F, and has been impregnated with 12 mm
AMUPol in TFE-d3. Two crystallographically distinct sites are highlighted in purple and the other resonances in (a) represent spinning
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Metabolomics in Biomedicine
We have successfully exploited the application of NMRbased metabolomics in different pathological contexts,
providing significant information on a wide range of pathologies. For example, we were able to characterise patients
affected by hepatitis C infection with respect healthy controls and hepatitis B patients1 and patients affected by
primary cholangitis in comparison with patients affected by
coeliac disease.2 Metabolomics is particularly appropriate
to develop prognostic models: we were able to derive a
prognostic score based on NMR spectra able to identify
the patients at risk of death within 2 years after the acute
phase of a myocardial infarction.3 Similarly, we developed
a score to identify breast cancer patients with high risk to
develop a relapse in the following 10 years.4 Large scale
population screening to assess the nutritional behaviour of
individuals are also possible.5 Urine and serum are the
most employed human biofluids for metabolomic investigations, because they are easy to be collected and rich of
systemic information. However, other more localized biofluids can be analysed, such as exhaled breath condensate (to study pulmonary diseases)6 and saliva (to investigate oral pathologies).7 Beside human samples, metabolomics can be used to study cellular models to investigate in
vitro the effects of dietary8 or pharmaceutical9 interventions.

1H

NMR based metabolomics
provides a dynamic portrait of
the metabolic status of an individual, permitting the simultaneous identification and quantification of metabolites and
small intermediate molecules.
Thus, NMR metabolomics offers a molecular description of
the health status of an individual for the characterisation of
the metabolic signature of diseases for diagnostic and
prognostic purposes and for
the definition of individual susceptibility to treatments and
environmental factors.
References:
(1) Meoni, G.; et al. Sci. rep. 2019,
4128.
(2) Vignoli, A.; et al. J. Proteom. Res.
2019
(3) Vignoli, A.; et al. BMC Medicine.
2019, 17, 3.
(4) McCartney, A.; et al. NPJ Breast
Cancer. 2019 5, 26.
(5) Trimigno, A.; et al. Mol. Nutr.
Food Res. 2019, 63, 1.
(6) Vignoli, A.; et al. J. Proteom. Res.
2019 1228.
(7) Romano, F.; at al. Arch. Oral Biol.
2019, 97, 208.
(8) Ghini, V.; et al. Nutrients. 2019.

NMR-based metabolomics can investigate different aspects
of human health.
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NMR in Metabolomic Fingerprinting
A typical metabolomic workflow is made up of the preanalytical phase, from sample collection to storage,
and the analytical phase, including sample preparation
and NMR measurements.
Both phases comprise several steps that influence the
final results. Validated and
detailed procedures are required to improve the accuracy and the reproducibility
of the analyses.

References:
(1) Vignoli, A.; et al. Angew Chem.
Int. Ed. Engl. 2019, 58, 968-994.
(2) Panteleimon, G.; et al. TrAC 2019,
120, 115300.
(3) Saccenti, E.; et al. Metabolites
2019, 9,E123.

Metabolomics deals with the -omic analysis of low molecular weight metabolites present in biological samples.
NMR is one of principal analytical techniques used in
metabolomics. NMR is intrinsically quantitative and highly reproducible and it allows for fast fingerprinting and
profiling of a variety of samples.1-3 The reliability, accuracy and reproducibility of NMR-based metabolomic
analysis depends on the preservation of the chemical
composition (in terms both of nature and concentration
of metabolites) of the ‘original’ metabolome of a sample
during the entire metabolomic workflow.
The pre-analytical phase includes different steps (sample collection, processing, transport and storage) that
may influence the composition of the sample. Experimental validated procedures are developed to obtain
high quality samples and to reduce errors in the analysis
of biofluids like urine, plasma and serum.4,5 Processing
procedures affecting the metabolomic composition of
food matrices, like olive oil, were also investigated.6
Also the analytical procedures, including sample preparation and NMR measurements, may influence the reliability of the results and detailed procedures are required
to reduce errors and increase accuracy as far as possible. In this context, the addition of a small amount of
paramagnetic gadolinium chelate, during the NMR sample preparation, enables faster and more efficient quantitative NMR experiments.7

(4) Ghini, V.; Quaglio, D.; Luchinat,
C.; Turano, P. N Biotechnol. 2019, 52,
25-34.
(5) Dagher, G.; et al. N Biotechnol.
2019, 52,121-125.
(6) Dourou, A.M.; Brizzolara, S.; Meoni, G.; Tenori, L.; Famiani, F.; Luchinat C.; Tonutti, P. Food Res. Int. 2019,
129,108861.
(7) Mulder, F.A.A.; Tenori, L.; Luchinat, C. Angew. Chem. Int .Ed. Engl.
2019 58, 15283-15286.

Typical metabolomic workflow scheme.4
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INSTRUCT-ERIC ESFRI Infrastructure – European
and National NMR Research Infrastructure
CERM/CIRMMP is the key centre for application and development of NMR spectroscopy within INSTRUCT-ERIC, an ESFRI infrastructure operative since 2012.
INSTRUCT-ERIC provides access to unique instrumentation in a variety of different structural
techniques (see pages 9). This innovative approach allows for a description of biological cells
at the molecular level, in order to understand how living organisms function in normal and
pathological conditions and to design drugs and vaccines. The possibility of access to INSTRUCT-ERIC represents a unique opportunity for researchers, both at the national and European level, to strengthen the innovation capacity of the research performed. The request of
access to Instruct-ERIC has exponentially increased since it became operational. The same
trend is registered for the CERM/CIRMMP platform.
Since 2016, the access to European users is also provided through the newly funded iNEXT
project (http://www.inext-eu.org). iNEXT is a consortium funded by the HORIZON2020 program
to offer European researchers access to a wide range of advanced structural biology technologies (including X-ray technologies, NMR spectroscopy, Electron Microscopy and biophysics), to study the structure and function of biological macromolecules and their assemblies, and aspires to promote biomedicine, biotechnology, and biomaterials, involving scientists with or without previous experience in structural biology.
Since 2016 has been operative the European access platform CORBEL. CORBEL is an initiative
of eleven new biological and medical research infrastructures (BMS RIs), which includes INSTRUCT-ERIC, that together creates a platform for harmonised user access to biological and
medical technologies, biological samples, and data services required by cutting-edge biomedical research.
In addition CERM/CIRMMP continues to provide access to its instrumentation to all national
users whose research is outside the INSTRUCT-ERIC scope, provided their research project
matches quality criteria in terms of scientific interest, excellence and feasibility. CERM/CIRMMP is promoting the development of a national platform INSTRUCT-ITALIA to favour the development of a consortium of infrastructures in structural and cellular for national access service.
In all cases access is granted on the basis of peer-review of the received proposals, and after
a feasibility check by the staff scientists of the receiving infrastructure. Technical assistance is
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provided for the acquisition of the data. Scientific collaborations are welcome but not required. The uniqueness of access provision at CERM/CIRMMP infrastructure lies in the wide
number of available NMR instruments, the variety of the
NMR equipment (probes, automatic sample changers,…)
and the exceptional expertise
of the scientific and technical
stuff, which represents an
ideal environment for NMR
research, especially in the
field of structural and functional characterisation of biological systems. This allows
the optimal use of the instrumentation also in a combined
way, when needed. The description of the NMR instrumentation made available under the above mentioned access projects at CERM/CIRMMP is reported in the dedicate
paragraph at page 39.
Molecular biology and cellular biology labs are also strategic for the users needs to prepare
and/or optimise the large variety of samples for structural characterisation, together with other
biophysical equipment for EPR, CD, UV-vis, stopped-flow measurements, manual and automated crystallisation facilities and X-ray diffractometry. Users can also access other university
infrastructures available in the campus, such as those of mass spectrometry, Raman resonance, and non-linear spectroscopies.
CERM/CIRMMP also provides access to its computational e-infrastructure which includes a
cluster for the more intensive calculations, with 16 blades harbouring a total of 80 CPU cores.
Ten servers are used to host services from web pages to databases and to enable access to
the European Grid. A number of graphic stations are available for interactive NMR data analysis.
During 2019 CERM/CIRMMP provided overall 539 days of NMR access to external users. A
more detailed analysis shows that the access in the frame of INSTRUCT-ERIC, INSTRUCT-ITALIA,
CORBEL and iNEXT, were overall 368 days in 2019.
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Collaborations with Industries
CERM/CIRMMP has a long tradition in collaborations with industries: from simply providing
access and service to its instrumentation, to establishing a more collaborative activity in research projects or to the participation as partners in international project calls. In 2019, thanks
to the freshly inaugurated centre CERM TT and the BIO-ENABLE project, the pay-for-services
access to industries was overall 171 days. This number does not include the access provided
industrial partners through collaborative projects.
We warmly thank the following companies for stimulating interactions:

Bracco SpA

Bruker BioSpin

Dompé Pharmaceutical
!

Italmatch Chemicals
!

Glaxo Smith Kline

Giotto Biotech Srl

Merck
!
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Menarini Srl

Valagro S.p.a.

Abiogen S.p.a.
!

Infineum
!
Danger and Safety

Buona Steve Jones

A special acknowledgment to Gruppo
SAPIO Srl,
official supplier of all the cryogenic gases of
CERM/CIRMMP
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Flanking Institutions

Da Vinci European BioBank
The Da Vinci European Biobank (daVEB) is handled by CsaVRI (Centro Servizi Di Ateneo Per
la Valorizzazione della Ricerca e la Gestione dell’Incubatore) and it is certified
ISO9001:2015. It is a research biobank that stores human biospecimens (plasma, serum,
urine, tissues, cells), and bacterial expression vectors at cryogenic temperatures (Mechanical freezers for storage at –80 °C, equipped with auxiliary LN2 cooling system and tanks for
cryopreservation in nitrogen vapour phase at –150 °C, with automatic nitrogen supply).
Thanks to the involvement of scientific and technical staff in the management of daVEB,
CERM has established connections with the ESFRI European Biobank Infrastructure BBMRI,
which are reinforced by the metabolomics research activities of CERM and its spin-off FiorGen foundation.
The interaction between daVEB and CERM is strategic and synergistic. Scientific collaborations in the metabolomic field contribute to the development of SOPs validated by NMR and
to the enrichment of the biobank in terms of type and number of samples. daVEB currently
houses a collection of unique samples (biofluids, tissues and DNA) of growing importance
by number in the following areas: melanoma, rare skin diseases, diseases of the genital-urinary cancer, cardio-circulatory diseases, digestive diseases, breast cancer, non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma, diseases associated with the ageing. On the other hand, the biobank acts as a
support to the metabolomics research via NMR carried out at CERM by providing a storage
service of samples and the associated data, following protocols in accordance with international standards.
The daVEB is a partner of the RISE project (Competence center-RISE Network infrastructure
for industrial research and incubation for advanced services to innovative companies), coordinated by CSAVRI; PAR-FAS funding of Regione Toscana It operates as an infrastructure to
support experimental development activities and provision of services, with open access to
private companies.
https://www.unifi.it/vp-11370-da-vinci-european-biobank.html

Giotto Biotech Srl
Giotto Biotech S.r.l. is a SME founded in 2011 as a spin-off of CERM that aims at contributing
to the biomedical sciences by providing enabling products and services, with a particular
focus on complementary technologies in the field of NMR. Giotto Biotech provides a full
range of compounds and custom manufacturing to supply research needs in the field of
biomedical sciences, consulting and services. The company is active in various fields in-
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cluding protein production and isotope labelling, organic synthesis, services for NMR, and
information technology. The services include NMR metabolomics and statistical analysis.
In 2019 Giotto Biotech has been involved in several research projects funded at the European or National level (FLAG-ERA-ITFoC, Information Technology: Future of Cancer Treatment; ITN EC RNAct, Enabling proteins with RNA recognition motifs for synthetic biology and
bio-analytics.; SENSOGM, Development of biophotonic sensors for environmental determination of GMOs, funded by the Tuscany Region; Saturno, funded by Piemonte Region).
Giotto Biotech research activity is carried out in synergy with CERM scientists. As an outcome of this collaboration, in 2019 Giotto Biotech and CERM researchers co-authored twelve
scientific publications. Among industrial collaborations, Giotto Biotech is partner with the
NMR manufacturer, Bruker Biospin, in the development of expert systems to assign metabolite signals in biofluids to perform quantitation without human intervention.
http://www.giottobiotech.com/

Fondazione Luigi Sacconi
The Luigi Sacconi Foundation was established in 1996 to honour the memory of Prof. Luigi
Sacconi who was a prominent figure in Chemistry and founder of the General and Inorganic
Chemistry School in Florence where many international scientists have been educated.
Its aim is to promote scientific research in the molecular sciences at the local, national and
international levels. Particular attention is addressed to chemistry, in its implications and applications concerning health, quality of life, the environment, energy, and technological and
industrial development.
For this purpose the Luigi Sacconi Foundation collects documents and publications, promotes seminars, courses and meetings and other activities supporting the exchange of scientific knowledge, subsidises the activity of Italian and foreign researchers, and establishes
awards.
The Sacconi Memorial Lecture 2019 has been awarded to Prof. Prof. Gaetano T. Montelione
director of the Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium (Department of Molecular Biology
and Biochemistry, Rutgers University The State University of New Jersey, Piscataway, NJ,
USA).
The Sacconi Medal Lecturer 2019 has been awarded to Dr. Liberato Manna, director of the
Nanotechnology Department of the Italian institute of Technology (IIT, Genoa)
http://www.cerm.unifi.it/fondazione
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Instrumentation

Solution and Solid-State NMR Spectrometers
All NMR instruments are state-of-the-art, digital spectrometers equipped with a variety of cryoprobes as well as of specific probes covering a broad range of frequencies and of observable
nuclei. In addition to all the standard pulse sequences for spectroscopic, structural, dynamical, and functional characterisation, tailored pulse sequences for structural determination of
high molecular weight proteins and paramagnetic systems are implemented, as well as 13C
direct-detection solution protocols for “protonless” NMR experiments and structural characterisation of biomolecules, including unfolded or partially unfolded ones. Pulse sequences and
experiment setup have been implemented for the detection and characterisation of paramagnetic systems and in this field CERM has been pioneer since decades. For this reason we
have now equipped a 400 MHz instrument with a special 3mm High Power probe designed
for the investigation of paramagnetic systems. Solid-state MAS probes cover almost all the
presently achievable MAS frequencies, from a few hundred of Hz to ultra-fast MAS regime,
and since 2017 we have a new 0.7mm CP MAS probe spinning up to 111 kHz. Special protocols and devices are available for solid state experiments both for biological and inorganic
material characterisation. Set-up and pulse sequences for in-cell NMR experiments are also
implemented.
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B0 Field (T)

1H

Larmor Frequency (Bore)

Probe heads

22.3

950 MHz (NB 54 mm)

TCI Cryo 5 mm solution (1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)

21.1

900 MHz (NB 54 mm)

TCI Cryo 5 mm solution (1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)
TXI RT 5 mm solution (1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)

20.0

850 MHz (WB 89 mm)

3.2 mm CP MAS DVT 15N/13C/1H
1.3 mm CP MAS 1H-19F/BB/15N
0.7 mm CP MAS 1H/13C/15N

18.8

800 MHz (NB 54 mm)

TXI RT 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)
QXI RT 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N/31P with 2H decoupling)
1H-Selective High Power RT (prototype)
3.2 mm CP MAS DVT Low-E 15N/13C/1H
1.3 mm CP MAS 1H-19F/BB-X/BB-Y
1.3 mm CP MAS 1H/13C/15N

16.4

700* MHz (NB 54 mm)

TCI Cryo 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)
TXI RT 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)

16.4

700 MHz (NB 54 mm)

TXO Cryo 5 mm solution(13C/15N/1H with 2H decoupling)
TXO RT 5 mm solution(13C/15N/1H with 2H decoupling)
TXI RT 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)

16.4

700 MHz (WB 89 mm)

3.2 mm CP MAS 15N/13C/1H
4.0 mm CP MAS 15N/13C/1H

14.1

600 MHz (NB 54 mm)

2 x TXI RT 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)
HR-MAS 4.0mm (1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)
1H - Selective High Power RT, 5 mm solution
1H - Selective RT, 5 mm solution
BBI RT 5 mm solution
BBO RT 5 mm solution
BBO RT 10 mm solution
BB RT -Low-𝛾 -10 mm solution

14.1

600* MHz (NB 54 mm)

TXI RT 5 mm solution (1H/13C/15N with 2H decoupling)

11.7

500 MHz (NB 54 mm)

TCI Cryo 5 mm solution(1H/13C/15N)
TXI RT 5 mm solution (1H/13C/15N)
TBO RT 5 mm solution (1H/31P/BB)
BBI RT 5 mm solution

9.4

400* MHz (NB 54 mm)

BBO RT 5 mm solution
BBI RT 5 mm solution (1H/BB)
BBI RT 3 mm solution (1H/BB)
1H-Selective High Power 5 mm solution

0.33-1.25

X-band (9.43 GHz), Q-Band (35
GHz)

X and Q Band cavities

0.00024-1

Fast Field Cycling Relaxometer

0.01-45 MHz 10 mm solution tubes

*With sample changer
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X-ray Crystallography
CERM/CIRMMP is equipped with standard crystallisation facilities and with an automated
nano-dispensing device (Mosquito, TTP Labtech). Furthermore it has full access to the Interdepartmental Crystallography Centre of the University of Florence (CRIST) equipped, among
other instruments, with a sealed-tube diffractometer bearing a CCD detector (AgilentTechnologies) for routine in-house data collections. Regular access to synchrotron beam time slots
in Europe facilities is also possible.

Biological and Biophysical Facilities and Services
Molecular and Cellular Biology
CERM/CIRMMP is equipped with state-of-the-art facilities for gene cloning and protein expression and purification. Large scale protein expression in prokaryotes and yeast is available
through the use of fermenters. Different isotope labelling schemes, including specific labelling
schemes oriented to NMR characterisation, can be achieved through the use of auxotrophic
strains. Fully equipped facilities for protein purification are available, including last-generation
instruments for streamlined purification (ÄKTA pure chromatography system) and equipment
for protein purification and reconstitution in anaerobic environment (glove box). A mammalian
expression lab for in-cell NMR is also available.

EPR
9.43 GHz (X-Band, continuous wave, Elexsys E 580E) and 35 GHz (Q-Band, pulsed, Elexsys
E 580E) instrument.

Multi Angle/Dynamic Light Scattering
Instrument for measurements on batch samples or on in-flow samples (FPLC coupling).

Isothermal Calorimetry (ITC)
ITC device to measure thermodynamical parameters in micro-samples. The instrument is fully
equipped for studying protein-ligand and protein-protein thermodynamical parameters.

Optical Spectroscopy
Absorption/Fluorescence Spectrophotometer operating from 1000 to 200 nm, Circular Dichroism (CD) spectrometer operating form 1200 to 200 nm (Near-IR, Visible, UV) to derive information on the proteins secondary structure or protein-metal interaction, and stopped-flow
spectrophotometer are available in the infrastructure.
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Computational Structural Biology Tools
CERM/CIRMMP provides integrated databases and software for genome browsing, metal
binding analysis, structure calculation with/without paramagnetic restraints, sequence validation, domain organisation, evolution, protein complex analysis.
Access to programs for NMR data processing and structural calculations is also provided via
web.

Electronic infrastructure (e-infrastructure)
The grid and cloud-based services of CERM/CIRMMP are currently being provided via the
WeNMR thematic services (https://www.eosc-hub.eu/services/WeNMR suite for Structural Biology) within the EOSC-Hub initiative. This leverages the success of the previously funded
WeNMR e-Infrastructure and West-Life virtual research environment. The WeNMR thematic
services provide application-level services specific to different cases in Structural Biology,
with a main focus on NMR-based tools. Those services are supported thanks to the strong
commitment of resource providers giving access to grid, cloud and data storage computing
resources. This support has been formalised by a Service Level Agreement with the EGI Federation. The user community served by the WeNMR services encompasses over 12,000 registered users over the years from more than 95 different countries.
CERM/CIRMMP maintains a node of the European Grid Initiative. The available hardware
comprises two clusters with 80 and 1024 CPU-cores respectively, and four TB of shared storage. A cluster with six Nvidia Tesla K20 GPGPU cards is also available.
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Training & Education

International Doctorate in Structural Biology
The International PhD course in Structural Biology is a research doctorate of the University
of Florence, hosted at CERM that runs in collaboration with the Frankfurt and Utrecht Universities. The scientific fields cover most of the molecular aspects of life sciences.
The main objective of the International PhD course in Structural
Biology is the training of research doctors at the forefront of the
knowledge in modern methodologies in molecular and structural
biology, biotechnology and systems biology. It provides both theoretical and hands-on training in structural techniques applied to
biological macromolecules in solution and in the crystalline state,
as well as in non-crystalline materials such as fibrils or amyloid,
and to biological macromolecules in their cellular environment. It
also provides state-of-the-art training in molecular biology for the
expression of isotope-enriched recombinant proteins and specifically those for NMR studies. Finally, it offers top level ICT training
thanks to the well-established expertise and the exploitation of
the e-infrastructure. Bioinformatics, biostatistics and NMRmetabolomics training is offered as well.
The scientific themes covered by the
PhD course are:
1. NMR spectroscopy (in solution
and in the solid state) and X-ray
crystallography aimed at studying
structure, function and dynamics in
biological macromolecules and protein-protein adducts;
2. Molecular and cellular biology
techniques for the production of proteins, DNA and bacterial and prokaryotic cell growth;
3. Drug and vaccine development, through rational design techniques and structural characterisation of biological drugs;
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4. Bioinformatics to understand the structure-function relationship in biomolecules and in
particular in metalloproteins through the large scale analysis of databases
5. In cell NMR studies, by which molecular pathways and cell import-export mechanisms are
investigated;
6. Metabolomics studies, in which the individual metabolic fingerprints are related to disease
states and fingerprints are utilised to provide early diagnosis or even identification of predisease states.
The added value of this PhD course is in the development of a transnational educational
project, able to form PhDs at the forefront regarding the scientific formation, the knowledge
and development of research and technology, capable to consider multi-disciplinary, transnational cooperation and mobility as primary needs, and to evaluate collaborative projects as a
requirement for high quality research. The doctoral program also relies on Faculty members
who, in addition to scientists from CERM, include professors from other departments of the
University of Florence and from the Universities of Frankfurt, Utrecht, Oxford and Lyon, all top
places for Structural Biology.
Full-time attendance is mandatory, as is
commitment to research activities. In addition
to seminars and courses, students are asked
to provide research seminars as a basic tool
for their own training. Every PhD student is
encouraged to liaise with foreign universities
and take part in teaching and research training as well as in internships abroad.

Post-Doctorate
CERM/CIRMMP hosts a number of post doctoral researchers. Some of them are former
PhD students who remain at CERM after the
end of the PhD, others come from all over the
world for performing research projects and
being trained in the methodologies in which
CERM/CIRMMP excels. There are also several short- or long-term visitors coming from
Italian and foreign universities.
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CERM/CIRMMP Organisation
SCIENTIFIC BOARD OF CERM
Prof. Claudio Luchinat (Director)
Prof. Claudia Andreini
Prof. Marco Fragai
Prof. Moreno Lelli
Prof. Paola Turano
Prof. Antonio Rosato

CIRMMP BOARD OF DIRECTORS
University of Florence
Prof. Claudio Luchinat (President)
Prof. Lucia Banci
University of Bologna
Prof. Stefano Ciurli
Prof. Francesco Capozzi
University of Siena
Prof. Daniela Valensin
Prof. Stefano Mangani

FACULTY MEMBERS
Prof. Claudia Andreini
Prof. Lucia Banci
Dr. Vito Calderone
Dr. Francesca Cantini
Prof. Simone Ciofi-Baffoni
Prof. Isabella Felli
Prof. Marco Fragai
Prof. Moreno Lelli
Prof. Claudio Luchinat
Prof. Giacomo Parigi
Prof. Mario Piccioli
Prof. Roberta Pierattelli
Dr. Enrico Ravera
Prof. Antonio Rosato
Dr. Leonardo Tenori
Prof. Paola Turano

CIRMMP SCIENTIFIC BOARD
Prof. Lucia Banci
University of Siena
Prof. Stefano Mangani
University of Bologna
Prof. Francesco Capozzi
Prof. Stefano Ciurli
ASSOCIATE FACULTY MEMBERS
University of Florence
Dr. Stefano Alessandri
Prof. Alessandro Mordini
Prof. Cristina Nativi
University of Siena
Prof. Stefano Mangani
University of Bologna
Dr. Elena Babini
Prof. Francesco Capozzi
Prof. Stefano Ciurli
Dr. Barbara Zambelli
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Personnel
POST DOCTORAL FELLOWS

PhD STUDENTS

Letizia Barbieri

Giovanni Bellomo

Alessio Bonucci

Sara Bologna

Francesca Camponeschi

Matteo Cremonini

Linda Cerofolini

Maxime Denis

Silvia Ciambellotti

Francesca Di Cesare

Veronica Ghini

Lucia Gigli

Andrea Giachetti

Deborah Grifagni

Stefano Giuntini

Cristina Licari

Michele Invernici

Sara Matteucci

Tatiana Kozyreva

Francesco Milanesi

Vincenzo La Veglia

Maria Grazia Murrali

Enrico Luchinat

Nivedita Nivedita

Vincenzo Maione

Anna Perez Rafols

Tommaso Martelli

Letizia Pontoriero

Gaia Meoni

Nihar Ranjan Prusty

Veronica Nasta

Valeria Putignano

Panagis Polykretis

Domenico Rizzo

Denise Medeiros Selegato

Davide Sala

Panteleimon Takis

Giovanni Saudino

Alessia Vignoli

Marco Schiavina
Dafne Suraci
Francesco Torricella
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

ERASMUS STUDENTS

Giulia Bellini (Biotechnology)

Alex Roentgen (Biochemistry, University of

Georgy Berezhnoy (Chemistry)

Cologne, Germany)

Caterina Biagianti (Chemistry)

Filip Szubert (Biotechnology, Jagellonian

Francesco Bruno (Chemistry)

University, Krakow, Poland)

Irene Ceccolini (Chemistry)

Andreas Zoumpoulakis (Biochemistry,

Luca Comparini (Biotechnology)

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece)

Daniela Eloisa Capialbi (CTF)

Masa Zorman (Pharmacy, University of

Giulia Cordelli (Chemistry)

Ljubljana, Slovenia)

Azzurra De Stefano (Biotechnology)
Silvia Di Grande (Chemistry)

PROJECT MANAGER

Chantal Fabris (Chemistry)

Francesca Morelli

Letizia Fiorucci (Chemistry)
Chiara Giannelli (Chemistry)

TECHNICIANS

Stefano Gonzi (Biotechnology)

Marco Allegrozzi

Giulia Iacopino (Biology)

Fabio Calogiuri

Emilio Lorini (Chemistry)

Rebecca Del Conte

Marco Martinucci (Chemistry)

Leonardo Gonnelli

Valentina Monaci (Biotechnology)

Massimo Lucci

Liliana Napolitano (Biotechnology)

Cristina Mescalchin

Lorenzo Niccoli (Chemistry)

Enrico Morelli

Samuele Pratesi (Agricultural Sciences)
Daniele Sergi (Applied Mathematics)
Luca Sperotto (Chemistry)
Luigi Vivaldi (Chemistry)
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ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

GIOTTO SCIENTISTS

Isabella Barbaro

Alessandro Dalla Costa

Francesca Di Gloria

Mercia Ferreira de Sousa

Milena Moazzi

Matteo Gentili

Laura Norfini

Tommaso Martelli

Lisa Orlando

Visiting Scientists at CERM
Rosa Ester Forgione - PhD Student
University of Naples Federico II, Italy
Dr. Lisandro Gonzalez
Instituto de Biologìa Molecular y Celular de Rosario, Rosario, Argentina
Michaela Krafcikova - PhD Student
Institute of Biophysics, Brno, Czech Republic
Prof. Gaetano Montelione
The State University of New Jersey, Rutgers, USA
Dr. Bruno Rizzuti
CNR - Istituto di Nanotecnologia, Uos Rende (Cs)
Pasquale Russomanno - PhD Student
University of Naples Federico II, Italy
José Pedro Silva - PhD Student
FCT Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal
Chihiro Takenaka - Graduate Student
Hokkaido University, Japan
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MEETINGS & EVENTS
Meetings and Events Organised by CERM

Seminars Held at CERM
Wednesday, January 16th, 6:00 pm, Dr. Christine Cavazza, CEA Grenoble, France, “On the
way to understanding carbon monoxide dehydrogenase maturation”
Wednesday, February 20th, 6:00 pm, Dr. Ricardo O. Louro, Center for Magnetic Resonance
António Xavier, Instituto de Tecnologia Química e Biológica António Xavier, Universidade
Nova de Lisboa, Portugal, “Using NMR to explore the molecular mechanisms of electricity
production by bacteria”
Thursday, March 7th, 12:00 pm, Dr. Jiafei Mao, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany, “Exploring Protein Structures and Functions via DNP-Enhanced Methyl SSNMR Spectroscopy”
Thursday, March 21th, 5:30 pm, Dr. Andreas G. Tzakos, Department of Chemistry, University
of Ioannina, Greece, “Targeting the tumor microenvironment with prodrugs”
Monday, April 8th, 12:00 pm, Dr. Pablo Conesa, Universidad Católica San Antonio de Murcia, Spain, “Discovery of biomarkers and molecular targets in serrated colorectal carcinoma:
from histology to molecular profiles”
Wednesday, May 8th, 12:00 pm, Dr. Andrzej Gorecki, Jagiellonian University, Krakow,
Poland, “Strategy of transcription regulation by proteins YY1 and YY2”
Thursday, May 30th, 12:00 pm, Filip Szubert, Jagellonian University, Krakow, Poland, “Human transcription factor Yin Yang 1 - preparation of protein specimens for NMR studies”
Monday, May 27th, 12:00 pm, Prof. Robert Konrat, Max F. Perutz Laboratories, University of
Vienna, Austria, "High-Content NMR for Molecular Biology and Drug Development”
Tuesday, June 18th, 12:00 pm, Prof. Frédéric Barras, Département Microbiologie, Institut
Pasteur, France, “Fe-S protein biogenesis : evolution, stress adaptation and role in antibiotic
resistance”
Friday, July 12th, 5:30 pm, Dr. Michaela Krafcikova, Institute of Biophysics, Brno, Czech Republic, “Study of protein-DNA interactions by using in-cell NMR”
Friday, August 9th, 5:00 pm, Dr. Michaela Krafcikova, Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Nara, Japan, “3D domain swapping of heme and copper proteins”
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Thursday, September 19th, 5:30 pm, Prof. Songi Han, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, UCSB, USA, “Study of protein hydration, assembly and aggregation by Overhauser DNP relaxometry and EPR spectroscopy”
Friday, November 22th, 5:30 pm, Prof. Dr. Silvio Tosatto, Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Padova, CNR Institute of Neuroscience, Padova, Italy, “Computational
resources for intrinsically disordered proteins”

Group Meetings
10/01 Maria Grazia Murrali “Functional interaction studies of intrinsically disordered proteins”
01/02 Valeria Putignano “hMeProt Web Resource”
08/02 Davide Sala “Matching evolutionary couplings and ambiguous NMR contacts to derive homo-oligomers structure”
15/02 Veronica Ghini “Metabolomics to Assess Response to Immune checkpoint inhibitors
in patients with nonsmall-cell LUng cancer”
22/02 Michele Invernici “Paramagnetic NMR Spectroscopy of FeS proteins”
01/03 Sara Bologna “Interaction of alpha-synuclein with human biofluids components: a
step further”
08/03 Sara Matteucci “Iron Trafficking In Cytosolic Iron-Sulfur Cluster Assembly”
22/03 Domenico Rizzo “Expression and Characterization by NMR of pharmaceutically relevant recombinant biomolecules”
05/04 Giovanni Saudino “Production of ISCA1, a protein involved in the biogenesis of mitochondrial iron sulfur proteins”
12/04 Marco Schiavina “Taking Simultaneous Snapshots of Intrinsically Disordered Proteins
in Action”
17/05 Matteo Cremonini “Segmental labelling approaches applied to NMR studies of multidomain proteins: a step further”
31/05 Cristina Licari “Fingerprinting by 1H-NMR-based metabolomics”
07/06 Nihar Ranjan Prusty “Iron-Sulphur (Fe-S) cluster binding proteins in human cytosol: A
precise view on “Scaffold” and “CIA targeting complex” proteins”
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14/06 Dafne Suraci “NFU1 and ISCA2: new insights into mitochondrial Fe/S protein network”
21/06 Lucia Gigli “Looking at the coordination in paramagnetic metalloproteins from the distance”
28/06 Letizia Barbieri “Protein-ligand interactions by in-cell NMR”
02/09 Dr. José Pedro Silva “Human Carbonic Anhydrase 2: a paramagnetic tale”
20/09 Dr. Gaia Meoni “Metabolomics by NMR: applications in food research”
04/10 Dr. Stefano Giuntini “Characterization of protein-based bioconjugates and biomaterials by SSNMR”
11/10 Dr. Silvia Ciambellotti “Ferritin-based nanocarriers for cancer photodynamic therapy”
25/10 Dr. Alessia Vignoli “NMR metabolomic fingerprint of heart failures”
15/11 Dr. Panagis Polykretis “A harmful endogenous enemy”
06/12 Dr. Enrico Luchinat “Intracellular drug screening by protein-observed NMR”
19/12 Dr. Alexander Röntgen “Analysis of hydrogel scaffolds for bioreactor in-cell NMR”

Journal Clubs
15/03 - M. Cremonini, N. Prusty
29/03 - C. Licari, D. Suraci
10/05 - D. Sala, V. Putignano
24/05 - S. Bologna, M.G. Murrali
27/09 - L. Gigli
08/11 - S. Matteucci, D. Rizzo
13/12 - G. Saudino, M. Schiavina
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